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ABSTRACT

Privacy protection is drawing more attention with the ad-
vances in image processing, visual and social media. Photo
sharing is a popular activity, which also brings the concern of
regulating permissions associated with shared content. This
paper presents a method for protecting user privacy in omni-
directional media, by removing parts of the content selected
by the user, in a reversible manner. Object removal is carried
out using three different state-of-the-art inpainting methods,
employed over the mask drawn in the viewport domain so that
the geometric distortions are minimized. The perceived qual-
ity of the scene is assessed via subjective tests, comparing the
proposed method against inpainting employed directly on the
equirectangular image. Results on distinct contents indicate
our object removal methodology on the viewport enhances
perceived quality, thereby improves privacy protection as the
user is able to hide objects with less distortion in the overall
image.

Index Terms— privacy protection, object removal, image
inpainting, omnidirectional imaging, virtual reality

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of smart mobile devices and social networks,
photo sharing has become an easy and widespread activity
among users. The increasing distribution of images also raises
issues on privacy protection and creates the need for adjusting
permissions, as the shared content contains sensitive informa-
tion concerning users. Access control over contents provides
exclusive rights to only selected correspondents, thereby en-
hancing user security and privacy. A widely preferred form
of privacy protection is to obfuscate parts of images, instead
of encrypting or permuting the whole image [1]. This results
in less visual distortions that are confined only to the spe-
cific area of interest. The obfuscation can be achieved using a
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variety of image processing techniques, such as blurring, mo-
saicking, masking and object removal. Among these meth-
ods, the first three have to introduce a high amount of distor-
tion to hide the underlying content, whereas object removal
provides more natural viewing conditions while still being
able to protect the content. This process also can be made
reversible similar to work [1], therefore access to the original
data can be granted to selected users with permissions.

A recently popular multimedia modality is omnidirec-
tional imaging, where the user has an immersive experience.
In this paper, we present an object removal methodology via
inpainting on omnidirectional images performed on the se-
lected viewport instead of the equirectangular representation,
which yields visually plausible results. Given an omnidirec-
tional image, we extract the viewport and apply the mask
defining the objects to be removed on the viewport. We re-
move objects using three distinct state-of-the-art inpainting
algorithms [2–4]. Inpainting on the viewport rather than the
equirectangular image minimizes the geometric distortions
and limits the source region to more relevant components
within the content. After removing an object and inpaint-
ing the background, we project the viewport back onto the
equirectangular image. We, furthermore, assess quality of
the protected content by performing subjective evaluations,
where we compare the images inpainted using our method
and in the equirectangular domain directly, using Absolute
Category Rating (ACR) [5].

Image inpainting algorithms can be divided into four
general classes: statistical methods, partial differential equa-
tion (PDE)-based methods, exemplar-based methods and
deep generative models based on convolutional neural net-
works [4, 6]. Statistical methods make use of parametric
models to describe input textures, however they fail in the
presence of additional intensity gradients [7]. PDE-based
methods propagate information from the known part of the
image [8–10] using smoothness priors, which introduces
blurring when large and high frequency regions needs to
be inpainted. Exemplar-based methods and deep generative
models are most widely used, where the former fills the holes
in the image using exemplars from local or global search
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Fig. 1. Applying the viewport extraction method for reversible secure object removal using inpainting

regions [2, 3, 11–13] and the latter exploits semantics learned
from large scale datasets [14–16]. We have selected two ro-
bust methods for exemplar-based inpainting [2, 3] as well as
one semantic learning-based state-of-the-art method [17] in
order to reduce the bias of the preferred inpainting technique
on our object removal strategy on the viewport.

While most works on object removal and inpainting focus
on planar images, panoramic content is considered in [18]. A
field-of-view expansion method using retargeting techniques
combined with Graphcut Textures is proposed to remove ob-
jects near the equator, and extended to farther portions of the
sphere by tripod rotations. Although objects can be removed
regardless of their locations, rotation of the full equirectan-
gular image is more costly than viewport extraction. Our ap-
proach minimizes the geometric distortions within a limited
search region, thereby reducing the complexity of inpainting
simultaneously.

2. VIEWPORT EXTRACTION METHOD

In this section we present a method to perform object removal
in omnidirectional images using inpainting.

2.1. Omnidirectional images

Omnidirectional content is a type of immersive multimedia
which allows interactions such as change of the direction of
sight from a fixed point of view. Omnidirectional images
typically cover full spherical field of view and can be rep-
resented in different formats or projections to a plane, such as
equirectangular, cubic, etc. in order to be stored or processed.
We elaborate our method considering equirectangular projec-
tion, because of its common usage. However, the method can
be similarly applied to omnidirectional content represented in

other formats.
Normal way of consuming omnidirectional content is

through a rendering application which displays a current
view on a screen of a hand-held device, on a head-mounted
display (HMD), or on a regular screen, whilst the equirectan-
gular representation remains undiscovered by viewers. This
back-end representation though requires image processing
algorithms to comply with it. Equirectangular projection
introduces strong geometrical distortions in the near-pole ar-
eas, where all objects are stretched horizontally. This fact
brings particular difficulties for the state-of-the-art inpainting
algorithms.

2.2. Viewport extraction

A viewport is a part of an omnidirectional image which is ob-
served by a user at one moment. During the process of render-
ing a viewport is extracted from an equirectangular represen-
tation and shown to a user. Unlike in the back-end equirect-
angular representation, the geometrical distortion in the view-
port image is negligible.

A block-diagram in Figure 1 describes the method of
viewport extraction for object removal in omnidirectional
images. Here we apply inpainting algorithms in the viewport
domain such that it is performed on common planar images.
Afterwards, the viewport with inpainted area is inserted back
to the equirectangular image. In order to make the process of
object removal reversible, one can keep the original viewport
and store it as metadata in the image file, similarly to how it
is done in [19]. The original viewport which contains infor-
mation critical for privacy protection can be also encrypted.
Such transmorphed [1] omnidirectional image can be trans-
mitted and shared securely allowing extraction of hidden data
by authorized parties who possess a private decryption key.
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Fig. 2. Contents selected for experiments (top row) and masks for object removal (bottom). The objects to be removed are
depicted with white color on masks.
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Fig. 3. Mean opinion scores with 95% confidence intervals

3. EXPERIMENT

This section contains a step-by-step description of removing
objects on images in order to further assess the performance
of the proposed method.

3.1. Dataset

Five distinct omnidirectional contents were selected amongst
publicly available photographic works licensed with Creative
Commons1. Masks for object removal were created manually,
as depicted in Figure 2. Original contents and prepared masks
can be retrieved from a GIT repository in 2. Each content was
downsampled to 2048x1024 resolution and the resolutions of
masks are identical. All contents are natural images with out-
door views, where the location of objects to be removed varies
from the equator to the south pole of the scene.

3.2. Inpainting algorithms

We use three state-of-the-art inpainting algorithms and their
modifications which are deriving from applying the method
described in Section 2.2. Table 1 contains the full list of the
algorithms which were selected to be enhanced with viewport
extraction.

1https://creativecommons.org/
2https://github.com/mmspg/inpainting360

3.3. Inpainting procedure

Table 2 contains the viewport parameters selected for each
content from the dataset described in Section 3.1. All the
viewports have the same size and field of view. The posi-
tions were selected in such a way that an object to be removed
appears approximately in the center of the viewport and the
whole inpainted area fits inside.

For each omnidirectional image represented in equirect-
angular projection the viewport is extracted according to the
parameters specified in Table 2. Then inpainting is applied on
the viewport in the areas depicted in Figure 2 using the algo-
rithms CSH, Criminisi, and GIIwCA (Table 1). The inpainted
viewport is then inserted back in the equirectangular image.
Further in the paper these methods are called CSH360, Crim-
inisi360, and GIIwCA360, respectively.

In order to have a reference to assess viewport extrac-
tion enhancement, we also apply inpainting directly in the
equirectangular domain for all the images from the dataset
using exactly the same masks.

4. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

This section describes the subjective evaluations of visual
quality including methodology and processing of the col-
lected data.



Abbreviation Base algorithm name Viewport Source code
CSH Coherency sensitive hashing No http://github.com/PetterS/patch-inpainting [Commit: 03cc575]
CSH360 Coherency sensitive hashing Yes - -
Criminisi Exemplar-Based Image Inpainting No http://github.com/cheind/inpaint [Commit: 864128c]
Criminisi360 Exemplar-Based Image Inpainting Yes - -
GIIwCA Generative Image Inpainting w/ Contextual Attention No http://github.com/JiahuiYu/generative inpainting [Commit: 6bfaa20]
GIIwCA360 Generative Image Inpainting w/ Contextual Attention Yes - -

Table 1. Inpainting algorithms used in the paper

Content Viewport position FoV◦ Size
C1 yaw: 30◦, pitch: -80◦ 90×90 1024×1024 px
C2 yaw: 180◦, pitch: 0◦ 90×90 1024×1024 px
C3 yaw: 180◦, pitch: -80◦ 90×90 1024×1024 px
C4 yaw: 0◦, pitch: -90◦ 90×90 1024×1024 px
C5 yaw: 0◦, pitch: -90◦ 90×90 1024×1024 px

Table 2. Viewport positions for inpainted contents

4.1. Test methodology

The Absolute Category Rating (ACR) method described in [5]
was chosen to assess the effect of the proposed viewport ex-
traction method for object removal on the quality of selected
contents. ACR is a single stimulus evaluation where the test
stimuli are randomly presented to subjects and voting is per-
formed after each viewing. Overall quality is assessed using
a five-grade scale with the following levels: 5 - Excellent, 4 -
Good, 3 - Fair, 2 - Poor, and 1 - Bad.

A total of 16 consenting subjects participated in the study,
of which 7 were female, with an overall median age of 26.5.
All subjects have passed color vision and visual acuity tests
prior to experiments, using Ishihara and Snellen charts, re-
spectively. The subjects were placed in an immersive envi-
ronment; and stimuli were presented to them using a head
mounted display (HMD) composed of a VR head-mount with
buttons3 and a mobile device installed inside as a screen.
Samsung Galaxy S7 edge SM-G935F with a screen resolu-
tion of 2560x1440 pixels was used to display the images.
Subjects were sitting on a rotatable chair during the assess-
ment. Immersive textual instructions were provided inside
the VR along with a verbal guidance by the experimenter, as
described in [20].

Each experiment started with an immersive training,
where original contents were presented to the subjects with
a red circle indicating the position of the objects to be re-
moved later in the test session. This way, subjects were
familiarized with the contents and surroundings of the ob-
jects to be removed. The circles were omitted during test
session in order not to disturb the natural viewing of the stim-
uli. During evaluation, subjects assessed the stimuli shown
to them consequently without any time restrictions. When
ready to rate an image subjects had to activate a 3D immer-
sive voting menu by pressing a button and select the grade

3https://mergevr.com

proceeding immediately to the next image. All stimuli were
automatically randomized in each session. The experiments
were conducted using a testbed for subjective evaluation of
omnidirectional visual content proposed in [21]. This soft-
ware was developed for Android and is publicly available for
downloading4.

4.2. Data processing

Outlier detection was performed separately on the raw scores
using a method described in [22]. None of the subjects were
identified as outliers during our experiments. The mean opin-
ion score (MOS) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) assum-
ing a Students t-distribution of the scores were computed for
each test condition [23].

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 presents the results of the subjective evaluation de-
scribed in Section 4. Bar plots with 95% confidence intervals
show how different methods perform on different contents.
The plots are grouped by content. As one can see, view-
port extraction significantly enhances inpainting. CSH360
performs better than CSH on four contents, Criminisi360 is
better on three contents, and GIIwCA360 is superior to GII-
wCA on one content.

For the contents C3-C5 viewport extraction brings higher
quality gain than for C1-C2. The fact that on C2 the quality
does not improve in two cases out of three can be possibly
explained by the position of inpainted area lying near equator
where geometrical distortion is minimal hence its compensa-
tion is not needed.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a method for reversible object re-
moval in omnidirectional images, which is targeted for pri-
vacy protection in immersive media. We show by performing
subjective quality evaluation involving 16 naive subjects that
viewport extraction can enhance the performance of state-of-
the-art inpainting algorithms in omnidirectional images.

4https://github.com/mmspg/testbed360-android
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